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This groundbreaking guide presents a powerful alternative to traditional horticulture - designed plantings that
function like naturally occurring plant communities. Thomas Rainer and Claudia West, two leading voices in
ecological landscape design, reveal how plants fit together in nature and how to use this knowledge to create
landscapes that are resilient, beautiful, and diverse. As practical as it is inspiring, Planting in a Post-Wild

World is an optimistic manifesto pointing the way to the future of planting design.

an optimistic call to action. Many ways to pay. Planting in a PostWild World by Thomas Rainer and Claudia
West is an inspiring call to action dedicated to the idea of a new naturea hybrid of both the wild and the

cultivatedthat can flourish in our cities and suburbs.

Claudia West,Planting In A Post Wild
World

Terrariums are fun and easy. How to Make a Terrarium. November 13 2019. How to Make a Terrarium . This
is both a postwild manifesto and practical guide that describes how to incorporate and layer plants into plant.
Thomas Rainer and Claudia West two leading voices in ecological landscape design reveal how plants fit

together in nature and how to use this knowledge to create landscapes that are resilient beautiful and diverse.
For example most suburban homeowners in the Southeast would find their archetype a forest edge while
homeowners in. Planting in a PostWild World available to buy online at takealot.com. He is coauthor of

Planting in a PostWild World. Part ecological manifesto part howto planting guide and part artistic statement
PostWild is a wonderful and refreshing addition to the world of landscape and planting design literature.

Thomas Rainer CED alumnus and ASLA member recently coauthored the book Planting in a PostWild World
Designing Plant Communities for Resilient Landscapes with Claudia West. The subtitle is Designing Plant
Communities for Resilient Landscapes and its not for the faint of heart or for those that believe the color

wheel should reign in the garden.
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